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Replacing NSF Gripper Belts
Gripper Belt Replacement Instructions for the NSF Elite, Excel and Ultra Presses (these instructions include removal 
of the upper and lower gripper belt guides).
The gripper belts in NSF presses are precision ground.  We recommend that both belts be changed at the same time 
as a set. All adjustments are important as they directly affect machine registration. 

Preparing the NSF for gripper belt replacement:
A clean, flat work surface should be provided where parts and tools can be organized prior to beginning this procedure.
Clear bags are recommended to contain sets of small parts and hardware removed during the belt change.
Press BDC/Start buttons on the touch screen to lower the impression mechanism to Bottom Dead Center.
Adjust the impression pressure to the lowest position.
Turn the press OFF, wait 1 minute, then turn the power interrupt switch to OFF and lock out the power switch.
Disconnect the press from the compressed air supply.
Ensure that all lock out/tag out precautions are followed for electrical and compressed air connections.
Remove foil from the press.
Make sure the impression area of the machine has cooled to a safe temperature.
Remove the makeready plate and die chase.
Remove the delivery conveyor/receiving tray assembly (recommended).
Remove operator and non-operator side, delivery end guards. 

Remove any air blast nozzle assemblies and the mounting bar.
Removing the upper gripper belt and gripper belt guide:
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Remove the operator and non-operator side headstop pinch roller tensioning springs and brackets. The non-operator 
side spring/bracket includes the headstop roller brake.

Loosen the operator and non-operator side Allen screws (one on each end), then lift the headstop roller up and out 
of the press.

Mark the position of the infeed and outfeed foil roller mounting brackets, then remove the infeed and outfeed foil 
roller assemblies from the press. The position of the brackets are marked so the correct position can be maintained 
when the assemblies are reinstalled.
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Remove the four flat head screws that hold the headstop finger plate in position. Lift the plate up, slide the plate 
towards the delivery and remove it through the chase/makeready plate access opening in the main frame.

Remove the three flat head screws that hold the delivery support plate in position and remove the plate.

On the non-operator side, delivery end of the press, loosen the two bolts that hold the upper belt tension assembly 
about a half turn and tighten the #10-32 set screw on the right side of the block until it stops. This moves the tension 
assembly to the right a small amount and puts slack in upper gripper belt.
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On the non-operator side of the press, remove the bottom screw from the two adjustment cam scales. Loosen the 
top screws, rotate the scales to clear the cams and tighten the top screws to hold the scales in this position.

Thread the screws that were removed from the scales part way into the tapped hole in the cams.
Grip the screws to pull the cams out of the holes in the side frame.

Remove the three bolts and hardened washers that secure the upper gripper belt guide.
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Slide the infeed end of the upper gripper belt off the infeed end gearbelt pulley.
Slide the delivery end of the upper gripper belt off the delivery end gearbelt pulley.

Raise the delivery end of the upper gripper belt and gripper belt guide, then slide both from the delivery end of the 
press.

A. Foil Support Roller Assembly, Delivery 
B. Foil Support Roller Assembly, Infeed
C. Support Plate, Delivery
D. Air Nozzle Mounting Bar
E. 2 x Adjustment Cams

Spring Bracket, Operator Side
Spring Bracket, Non-Operator Side

F. Headstop Pinch Roller Assembly
G. Headstop Finger Plate
H. Upper Gripper Belt Guide

Gripper Belt
 A B C D E F G H 
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Removing the lower gripper belt and gripper belt guide:
On the non-operator side, delivery end of the press, loosen the two bolts that hold the lower belt tension assembly 
about a half turn and tighten the #10-32 set screw on the right side of the block until it stops. This moves the tension 
assembly to the right a small amount and puts slack in lower gripper belt.

Slide the delivery end of the lower gripper belt off the delivery end gearbelt pulley.

Move to the operator side of the headstop area and loosen the collar on the operator end of the knurled roller located 
just before the headstop fingers. Move the collar so it is spaced about 1/8" away from the end of the knurled roller 
and tighten the collar.
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Slide a flat screwdriver into the gap between the collar and the end of the knurled roller. Angle the screwdriver to lever 
the collar and bearing shaft towards the operator side of the press. Continue to move the collar and bearing shaft in 
this direction, until there is a 1/8" gap between the end of the knurled roller and the bearing shaft.

The lower gripper belt can be slid from the non-operator side to the operator side of the knurled roller. At this point 
the lower gripper belt can be removed through the gap between the end of the knurled roller and the bearing shaft.

Loosen the set screw on the operator end of the knurled roller.

GAP
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On the non-operator side of the press, remove the three bolts that secure the lower gripper belt guide. Once the bolts 
have been removed, the lower gripper belt guide can be removed from the press.

Gripper belt guide inspection:
Gripper belt guides must be carefully inspected before the guide and new gripper belts are installed.

The lower gripper belt guide has a fixed wooden gripper belt bearing surface. The bearing surface and the metal 
channel along the bearing strip must be undamaged and free of defects. 

The upper gripper belt guide has a spring loaded wooden gripper belt bearing surface. The bearing surface and the 
metal channel along the bearing strip must be undamaged and free of defects. The wooden strip must move freely 
within the spring loaded range of travel. There must be no foreign material trapped beside or beneath the spring 
loaded gripper belt guide.

Both gripper belt wooden bearing surfaces should be checked for excessive wear. Bearing surfaces with excessive 
wear should be replaced.

Install the gripper belt guides and new gripper belts by reversing the order of removal.


